John has published more than forty books and papers, with more in preparation. While there were excursions into such diverse topics as the biological formations of the eastern United States, the vegetation life zones of Costa Rica, and even a flora of a region in northern Thailand, John's passion has been the vegetation of California, particularly of the northwestern part of the state. Having gone into the field with him for almost forty years, I can attest to his boundless enthusiasm and incredible knowledge. You can see this so clearly in his latest book, Northwest California: a Natural History. He is the co-author, along with Todd Keeler-Wolf, of A Manual of California Vegetation. It is recognized as the standard reference on the subject. A new edition is in the final stages of preparation. John has also contributed treatments of the montane and subalpine vegetation of the Klamath Mountains, the forests of northwestern California, and alpine vegetation in Terrestrial Vegetation of California, edited by Michael Barbour, et al. John, as his students would say, has this thing about woody plants, especially conifers. His Trees and Shrubs of California, co-authored by John Stuart, also at Humboldt State, has received excellent reviews. Sawyer's research was recognized by his faculty colleagues when he was selected as Scholar of the Year at Humboldt State University in 1997.
Some plant ecologists have little interest in or knowledge of the flora itself. Not so with Sawyer. He has been involved in documenting the range extension of subalpine fir into California; authored a paper on the serpentine flora of the Lassics; authored or co-authored taxonomic innovations in Rhamnus and Frangula, four family treatments in The Jepson Manual of Higher Plants of California, and the treatment of Rhamnaceae that will appear in the Flora of North America North of Mexico. Five editions of our Keys to the Families and Genera and Vascular Plants in Northwestern California have been published; twenty-two editions our checklist of the plants of that same region have appeared. John is also accomplished with the clippers, field press, and plastic bag, the result being about 10,000 collection numbers.
While a faculty member at Humboldt State, John taught general ecology and developed upper division courses in plant ecology, arctic and alpine ecology, and a general education class in California natural history. He was also a prime mover in a very popular spring offering, the desert field trip. Students always commented that his courses were both intellectually and physically demanding. One of John's former students, Andrea Pickart, recalls that he was both demonstrating ''critical thinking'' and demanding it of his students long before it became an academic cliché. By physically demanding, I mean that John is not known for leading leisurely strolls across the countryside. Of course you were going to go to the top of that mountain; there might be interesting manzanitas there. The lack of a well-defined trail is a trivial impediment. These days, John's field trips for the California Native Plant Society and his Jepson Workshops are very popular, with a number of return participants.
John served as the major professor for about 50 graduate students and was a committee member for a number of others. What is remarkable is how many of them remain close friends and colleagues. They now have important faculty, federal and state agency positions, and are successful consultants around the country. They constitute an extended family. ''Once a Sawyer student…''
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